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I n common parlance in Virginia, the term
"constitutional officers" refers to a set offive
elect d local officials specifically designated
in the tate constitution: sheriffs, com misioner' of revenue, treasurers, court clerks,
and commonwealth's attorneys. As the
heads of more or less independent department', they provide administrative services
to the state and to their respective localities.
Historically, the number of local constitutional office and the responsibilities asigned to them have varied greatly from one
era to another. For example, the offices of
county coroner and of constable were
established by the 1776 constitution but were
omitted from later constitutions. And not
until 1870 were the cities' counterparts to
county con'titutional offices given recognition in the state' fundamental document,
although ome of them already existed on
the ba'i of statutory and municipal charter
prOVISion.
This news letter examines the origin and
development of each of the present five local
constitutional offic
in Virginia; a later
i ue will report ata on some of the
characteristics and political experience of
contemporary officeholders. Because the
office of sheriff is one of the oldest of the set
being con idered here, and because some of
its power and duties were eventually
rea 'signed to newer offices such as treasurer
and commi sioner of revenue, the sheriffs
office i . discussed first and most fully.
SHERIFF

English Heritage. The forerunner of
today's heriff originated in pre-Norman
England, near the end of the tenth century,
when the office of King's reeve appeared.
Early in the next century, the position
became known as the scirgerefa or shirereeve from which the title of sheriff was
derived.
In the year before the Norman Conquest
in 1066, the sheriff was given a wide range of
responsibilities, making him perhaps the

most powerful figure in English local
government. Appointed by the King, not
only was he in charge of law enforcement but
also he ad ministered royal properties,
presided over the shire court, and collected
taxes. The sheriff acquired additional
powers in the early years of Norman rule, but
the combination of power and the
opportunity for financial gain apparently led
to widespread abuses. As a consequence, a
series of measures, including some provisions of the Magna Carta, were instituted in
the thirteenth century that diminished the
authority of sheriffs. In the centuries that
followed, the office gradually declined in
importance until by the end of the nineteenth
century the sheriffs role in England had been
reduced to that of being an executive officer
for the courts.

Colonial Period. Sheriffs appeared in
Virginia with the establishment of shires or
counties in 1634. Prior to that time, the role
of sheriff in the Virginia colony was
performed by the provost-marshall, whose
duties, in contrast to English sheriffs of the
time, apparently were confined to law
enforcement and to summoning soldiers and
citizens in general to assist in the suppression
of uprisings.
The colony's first sheriffs were appointed
by the governor and his Privy Council.
Within a short time, however, the governor
and Council began to select the sheriff from a
list of candidates su bmi tted by the justices of

the peace, who collectively constituted the
county courts. I In a revision of the laws in
1661, the Assembly directed that one of the
members of the county courts should be
sheriff on a rotating one-year basis. Thereafter, the sheriff was usually the rankingjustice
of the peace who previously had not held the
office. Generally, he would serve for a year
or, if his term was renewed (as it frequently
was), for two years.
During colonial times, sheriffs were not
only law enforcement officers and court
executive officers, but also finance officers
and election supervisors. As law enforcelnent officials, besides generally maintaining
the peace, they pursued fugitives, arrested
offenders, cared for prisoners, and executed
orders and sentences of the courts, the
Assembly, and the King. During the French
and Indian wars, they also were charged with
summoning county draft boards, composed
of militia officers and one justice of the
peace. In their role as county executive
officers, sheriffs attended sessions of county
court in order to assist the justices, they
summoned witne e and jurors, and they
served writs and subpoenas.
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A principal institution of local government, the county courts

exercised important executive and legislative powers, in addition to
their judicial responsibilities; for more than two hundred years,
they exercised a major influence in Virginia affairs. See Stanley A.
Cook, "The Role of Judges in Virginia Local Government: A
Historical Overview," University of Virginia News Letter, June
1981.
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From the time that the office of sheriff first
appeared in the colony, sheriffs played a
major role in financial affairs. Some.times
their duties involved the listing of taxable
property or people (assessment), but more
often it took the form of actually collecting
and distributing the taxes or other fees and
assessments. This responsibility for tax
collection, which continued well into the
nineteenth century, was a source of recurring
problems.
Until the requirements of the Revolution
forced major changes in the tax system, the
sheriff collected two principal taxes: the quit
rent and the poll tax. The quit rent was a tax
on land, payable to the King. Sheriffs found
quit rents difficult to collect, in part because
people particularly resented paying the tax
on uncultivated land and commonly underestimated their holdings-cultivated or
otherwise-when the sheriff came around to
obtain payment. Even when the sheriff
obtained the rents, he sometimes did not
transmit them to colonial authorities. The
Assembly reacted to this condition by
moving the forum for lawsuits to compel
settlement from the county courts to
Williamsburg and by increasing the collection fee from 4 percent to 6 percent.
Sheriffs also collected (and sometimes
assessed) the poll tax, the chief source of
revenue until the Revolutionary years. It
consisted of three parts: the public levy,
assessed by the General Assembly for the
expenses of the colony; the county levy, set
by the county courts for such expenses as
roads, buildings, and burgesses' salaries; and
the parish levy, fixed by the vestry for
support of the church and the poor. At first
these levies applied to all males, free or slave,
over sixteen. In the middle 1600s the
coverage was revised for males and was
extended to females if they were either
imported Negroes or Indian servants of at
least sixteen years; later, the criteria were
revised again to include all males sixteen and
over-- and all Indian, mulatto, and Negro
women sixteen and above who were not free.
Originally, the sheriff was to prepare a list
of taxpayers or tithables, based on information provided to him by planters. However,
for a variety of reasons, that procedure
proved unsatisfactory, and the Assembly in
the middle 1600s transferred the responsibility for compiling the tax rolls to the county
courts. Sheriffs also on occasion were found
not to be sufficiently prompt or thorough in
collecting the poll taxes, to the extent of
impairing the public credit. The Assembly
responded to this deficiency in 1647 by
authorizing county courts to appoint special
collectors. However, the degree that the law
was implemented varied with the year and
the county, and by the end of the century the
sheriff had been generally reestablished as
the tax collector.
In addition to the quit rents and poll taxes,
sheriffs also gathered fees for the colonial
officers and other local officials. Whether

they obtained these fees or not, they could be
held liable for the amounts due to the other
officals. For all types of collections, sheriffs
were required to be bonded. They could
distrain and sell property to secure payment,
although this power did not seem to be
invoked in regard to quit rents, for which
collections normally were taken in the form
of tobacco. For all of the taxes and various
fees except the county levy of the poll tax, the
sheriffs responsibility ended once collections had been made and conveyed to the
appropriate official and a proper accounting
had been rendered. In the case of the county
levy, however, the sheriff had the additional
task of distributing to each official mentioned in the levy the sum assessed on his
behalf, and then accounting for his disbursements to the county justices.
A final important activity of the sheriff in
colonial Virginia was the management (jf
elections for the county's two memhers of the
House of Burgesses (settled communities
such as Jamestown, Williamsburg, and
Norfolk had an additional seat). After
receiving the governor's writ ordering an
election, the sheriff would set a time for the
election, perhaps bearing in mind what date
might best serve the interests of the candidates he backed. Typically, it was several
weeks in the future and on a day that the
county court was scheduled to meet. The
sheriff then would publicize the date through
such means as posting public notices, having
the ministers of parishes in the county
apprise their congregations, and going doorto-door in person or by deputy and informing the inhabitants.
By tradition and legal requirement, the
election normally was held at the county
courthouse and was presided over by the
sheriff. Usually, elections would be finished
in one day and the results publicly confirmed
by the sheriff before most of the participants
returned to their homes. The sheriff would
then certify the outcome to the colonial
secretary's office.
While sheriffs received a small salary for a
certain portion of their duties, for the most
part they were paid in fees. The fee system
created several problems. Because the
medium of exchange was generally tobacco,
for which the market value fluctuated, fees
had to be revised periodically. The charge for
an arrest, for example, could vary from one
to ten pounds of tobacco. A second
difficulty-characteristic in one fashion or
another of fee systems even in modern
times-was that sheriffs tended to direct
their labors to duties for which they were
best compensated, in the process neglecting
less financially rewarding responsibilities.
To counter this tendency, the Assembly at
times instructed sheriffs to give priority to
some of their less remunerative tasks. The
chief trouble with the sheriffs' use of the fee
system in the colonial days seems to have
been overcharging. With few printed means

of communication and the inability of much
of the populace to read the existing ones,
widespread ignorance undoubtedly existed
among the general population about what
the correct fees were, despite an Assembly
act requiring the county courts or clerks to
publish tables of the approved rates.
Owing in no small part to its funding by
fees, the position of sheriff in the colonial era
was customarily a lucrative one. Along with
its power and prestige, this characteristic
made it normally a highly desired office,
although an unfavorable relationship between the value of tobacco and the fee
sched ule set by the Assembly sometimes
diminished its attractiveness (as did, perhap~ Assenlbly acts prohibiting sheriffs
from serving as clerks or burgesses). Some of
the colony's foremost citizens at one time or
another served as sheriffs, including such
p~ople as_ Benjamin Harrison, George
Mason, John Page~ -Laurence Washington,
John Custis, William Ball, John Taliaferro,
and Hancock Lee.
The Post-Revolutionary Sheriff. The
office of sheriff was little altered by the 1776
Constitution and the Revolutionary period
statutes, except in the area of revenues.
Under the new constitution, the method of
appointment continued as before. By act of
the Assembly, the assessment of taxes was
transferred from the county court justices to
commissioners of the tax, predecessors of
our contemporary commissioners of revenue. The sheriffs were to account monthly
to the commissioners for all funds collected.
By this time, payment of taxes and fees was
generally by money instead of tobacco. The
uncertainties and hardships associated with
the Revolutionary War impeded revenue
collections, however. Not only were state
and local governments' finances placed in
grave condition but also sheriffs' commissions were sharply curtailed, making the
position substantially less attractive.
In 1818, the General As~embly instituted
major revisions in the election-Jaws, some of
which affected sheriffs. Perhaps the most
important of the changes was the creation of
election commissioners, to be appointed by
the county courts, with each voting station
having five. Their duties, which included
passing on the qualifications of voters,
resembled those of today's registrars. The
establishment of election commissioners was
a significant inroad into the sheriffs' electoral powers and signaled the beginning of a
process that would in time remove sheriffs
from involvement in elections.
An important shift in the procedure
according to which sheriffs handled revenue
was accomplished by an 1829 law requiring
sheriffs to turn over to the state all the money
that they collected. The state would then
transfer the localities' shares to them. This
differed from the long established practice of
having sheriffs pay local funds directly to the
counties. The 1830 Constitution itself only
minimally touched sheriffs, mainly in the
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method of selection. Whereas previously the
county courts' nominations for the office
had required approval by the governor in
consultation with the Privy Council, under
the new document they needed only the
governor's acquiescence, since the Council
had been abolished.
The state's constitution of 1851 was the
result of many years of efforts by reformers
(helped in this instance by the tide of
Jacksonian democracy spreading across
much of the country) to democratize
Virginia local government. Members of the
county courts, including sheriffs and certain
other local officials, were now to be
popularly elected. Unlike the other officials,
the sheriff could serve no more than two
successive two-year terms; and both while in
office and for one year following his terms,
he could hold no other posts. The fact that
these last two restrictions applied only to the
sheriff, out of a total of seven officers,
undoubtedly reflected dissatisfaction with
the general performance of those in that
office. The 1870 Constitution did relax these
restrictions somewhat, making the sheriffs
term for three years (extended to four years
shortly thereafter) and removing the prohibition on the number of terms he could serve.
The legislature divested sheriffs of their
rernaining electoral responsibilities soon
after adoption of the 1851 Constitution,
assigning authority for management of most
elections to the previously created election
commissioners, with assistance from officials selected by the county courts. Then,
when the 1870 document created the new
office of county treasurer, sheriffs also lost
the rest of their fiscal duties, which until then
had included collection, custody, and distribution of state and local revenue.
l'he 1870 Constitution gave significant
recognition to municipal government, including an enumeration of officers (some
already created by statute) generally parallel
to those of the counties. Among these was
the city sergeant, to be elected for two years,
with duties comparable to those of a sheriff.
The Modern Office. By 1875, as a
consequence of accumulated constitutional
and statutory changes, most of the basic
characteristics of the modern Virginia sheriff
were in place: a person elected for four years
to serve as a law enforcement officer and as
an executive officer of the court. The
essential features of the office have been
altered little by twentieth century developments. The ban on holding more than one
office has been extended to make all of the
local offices specified in Article VII of the
1971 Constitution mutually exclusive. That
same article applied the label "sheriff' to the
office previously called "city sergeant."
The old tradition of compensating sheriffs
largely through fees was finally ended in
1942 (except in a few minor instances). In
place of fees, sheriffs as well as city sergeants
were paid salaries fixed by the State
Compensation Board in consultation with

the local governments. The Commonwealth
would provide two-thirds of the salaries,
with the balance furnished by the respective
localities. (For counties operating under one
of the optional forms, salaries would be set
by the board of supervisors within statutory
limitations.) Under recently enacted legislation, however, the state now pays the entire
salary of sheriffs, both city and county.
In cities and counties in which police
departments have been established, the
principal role of sheriffs is that of court
executive officer, although they and their
deputies retain all of their legal powers and
duties as law enforcement officials. Duties
related to their role as officer of the court
include attending court sessions, providing
security for the courtroom and courthouse,
summoning juries and witnesses, transporting criminal defendants to and from the jail
and the court, serving and returning civil
process, and executing judgments. In localities where police departments have not been
established, sheriffs remain the chief law
enforcement officers, affording protection to
the citizenry, pursuing offenders, making
arrests, and operating jails.
COMMISSIONER OF REVENUE

As noted earlier, the responsibility for tax
assessments was transferred from the sheriffs
to the county courts in the mid-1600s. At
first, the court justices delegated the assignment to special appointees, while later on
they themselves assumed the task. Under the
latter arrangement, the counties were divided into precincts, with a justice in charge
of each.
During the Revolution, however, the need
for increased taxes placed an intolerable
burden on the system of having justices make
assessments. As an alternative, the Assembly
provided for commissioners of tax. As
originally constituted, these commissioners
were to be elected annually, three per county.
They were to divide the counties into
districts, choosing two people for each
district to be assessors. The assessors were
together to visit each person in their
territory, obtaining under oath a list of
taxable property, fixing a value on each
class, determining the tax due, and giving
each owner a statement of his taxes. Upon
completion of their work, the assessors were
to present their findings to commissioners of
tax for review. Dissatisfied citizens could
appeal assessors' decisions to the commisSIoners.
After experimenting with several variations of the assessment procedure under
commissioners of tax, the Assembly in 1786
created commissioners of revenue. Though
methods for selecting and compensating
them have changed over the years, commissioners of revenue today have duties similar
to those of their original predecessors. By the
1786 act, commissioners were to be appointed by the county courts. Depending upon
the size of the county involved, the number
varied from one to three, with each county

that was allocated more than one commissioner being partitioned into districts.
Commissioners were to maintain a tax book,
visit each person subject to taxation, and
under oath secure a record of his taxable
property. After interviewing all of the
inhabitants of their communities, they were
to compile four duplicate lists of the
property in their districts or counties. While
retaining one copy for themselves, they were
to send one to the clerk for determining the
county levy, one to the sheriff for guiding
him in his tax collections, and one to the
state solicitor for evidence of taxes due from
the ..sheriff. For their work, the commissioners received a per diem salary. Later, they
also would be paid fees.
As the number of people and items subject
to taxation rose and government budgets
expanded, the importance of commissioners
of revenue increased. In 1851 they acquired
constitutional stature, being among the
county officers enumerated in that year's
constitution. Under its terms, they were to be
elected for two years, and the number of
commissioners per county was to be decided
by statute. The office appeared in the
municipalities the following year, when
voters in Richmond, Norfolk, and several
other municipalities began to elect commissioners of revenue.
The 1870 Constitution did not include the
commissioner of revenue as a county officer,
though the commissioner was listed among
the new municipal officers to be elected for
an unspecified term. Even though the
commissioners of revenue were not, for a
time at least, among the county constitutional officers, they were continued via statute.
They were to be appointed by the auditor of
public accounts for one year, with the
number per county ranging from one to
three. If a county had more than one
commissioner, each of them would represent
a district; these districts were to be laid off by
the county court. In addition to sharing
assessing with assessors in the newly created
townships, conlmissioners were to issue all
licenses mandated by law.
An amendment adopted in 1874 restored
to commissioners their status as constitutional officers. They were to be elected for
four years, with the number per county
determined by the legislature, and were to be
compensated primarily through fees. The
same amendment ended the short-lived
township system, which had decentralized
some of the responsibility for real and
personal property assessment.
Dissatisfaction with the performance of
commissioners of revenue, particularly with
regard to the quality of assessments, led to
considerable debate about the office at the
1901-02 constitutional convention. When
the convention could not agree on whether
commissioners (both county and city)
should be elected or appointed, it left the
decision to the Assembly-with the proviso
that if that body were to opt for election,
commissioners would not be able to succeed
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themselves. In another decision, the convention decided that each city would have one
commissioner, but that the number for
counties would be determined by the Assembly.
The Assembly vacillated in its exercise of
this power. It initially chose election, making
commissioners ineligible for a consecutive
second term. Then in 1906 the legislature
provided for appointment of commissioners
by local judges. Two years later, it reversed
itself again and declared that the commissioners should be elected. The issue finally
was resolved by the people in 1910, when
they approved a proposed amendment that
county commissioners should be elected and
allowed to succeed themselves. Two years
later, voters took the same action with
respect to city commissioners of revenue.
A 1928 constitutional amendment provided that each county was to have one
commissioner, the same as provided. for
cities. Then in 1932 the Assembly passed the
legislation allowing counties to adopt
optional forms of government~ in a county
adopting one of these optional forms, the
offices of commissioner of revenue and
treasurer would be replaced by a department
of finance. Only a few counties have chosen
to use this alternative.
Commissioners of revenue traditionally
had been compensated through per diem
payments, commissions and fees, or some
combination of these. However, legislation
in 1932 and 1934 abolished the fee system for
commissioners and some other constitutional officers as well. The new arrangement was
the same as that adopted for the sheriffs:
commissioners were to be paid salaries
determined by the State Compensation
Board. The Commonwealth would provide
one-third of these salaries, and the remainder would be furnished by the respective
counties and cities.
Thus, by the middle 1930s, the office of
commissioner of revenue had taken its
contemporary shape. Each city and county
has-one commissioner, elected for four years
and paid by salary. The commissioner
maintains real and personal property tax
books, sometimes assessing real estate as
well. In addition, the commissioner assesses
tangi ble personal property and determines
license taxes. Under either the Optional
Forms Act of 1932 or provisions of the 1971
Constitution, the position can be eliminated.
TREASURER

The office of treasurer, though not nearly
so old as that of commissioner of revenue,
has paralleled the latter in its development
over the last century or so. The 1870
Constitution created the office of treasurer
to collect, maintain custody of, and disburs~
public revenue, all duties that previously had
been performed by the sheriffs. Treasurers
were to be elected for three years (shortly
thereafter changed to four years). They were
to receive county levies and state taxes,
depositing the former locally and sending the

latter to the state treasurer; they also were to
pay warrants properly issued by county or
circuit court judges or by county boards of
supervisors. For these activities, they were
required to give bond, and they were
compensated via commissions.
A record of arrears and defaults, coupled
with irregularities in accounts, made the
position of treasurer another focus of
controversy at the 1901-02 constitutional
convention. Many delegates to the convention felt that the real condition of a
treasurer's office was never known until his
books were turned over to his successor. In
support of this view, they cited evidence that
major defaults were associated with long
tenure, and that deficits accumulated gradually over a long period while treasurers were
collecting popularity instead of taxes. After
much discussion, the convention decided
that treasurers should not be elected or serve
for more than two consecutive terms_of.four
years each, nor should they act as deputy to
their immediate successors. These restrictions were removed by constitutional
amendment about ten years later.
In the middle 1930s, the General Assembly
enacted laws on two subjects pertaining to
treasurers. Under the Optional Forms Act of
1932, already discussed, counties could
adopt an alternative form of government in
which the offices of treasurer and commissioner of revenue would be abolished in
favor of a department offinance. In 1932 and
1934, through the same legislation that
applied to commissioners of revenue, the fee
system was repealed in favor of salaries at
levels set by the State Compensation Board,
to be paid jointly by the state and localities.
While in matters of elections and methods
of compensation today's treasurers differ
somewhat from their original predecessors,
they are relatively the same with respect to
their duties. Treasurers are elected for four
years and are paid by salary, now equally
proportioned between the state and the
respective locality. As in the last century,
their principal responsibility remains the
collection, custody, and distribution of
public funds.
COURT CLERK

While clear evidence is lacking, court
clerks probably originated in 1619 with the
establishment of monthly courts, forerunners of the long enduring county courts.
At first they were appointed by the royal
governor, but in the middle 1600s that
responsibility was transferred to the county
courts. Still later in the century, the power of
selection was given to the colonial secretary,
who retained it until the Revolution.
Characteristically, an appointee came from a
distinguished family, in a number of cases
succeeding a family member or a close
relative, and had a long tenure. These
features were associated with the clerk's
office for many decades, in some communities even into modern times.
From their earliest days, clerks acted as
recorders for the courts in judicial matters

and as general record preservers for the
counties. In the first category, they kept
minutes of court proceedings, filed documents associated with actions before the
courts, prepared dockets, probated wills,
and issued writs, summons, and processes.
As the county record preservers, they
registered deeds, wills, contracts, liens, and
other papers, and they stored information on
births, deaths, marriages, election results,
and other vital statistics. As the county
courts developed into institutions of general
government, exercising administrative and
legislative functions in addition to judicial
ones, the clerks assisted the courts in their
new nonjudicial responsibilities. For instance, in 1670 clerks were delegated the task
of issuing marriage licenses; this activity
previously had been handled by the senior
justices.
For most of the seventeenth century,
clerks were-compensated through fees at-rates established by the General Assembly,
although other fees might be established by
the county courts. As with sheriffs, there
were problems with clerks overcharging for
their services. The Assembly responded by
ordering clerks to publicize their rates and by
imposing a sizeable fine for taking in excess
of what the law permitted.
Although fees provided ample incomes for
most clerks, especially those in counties with
a substantial amount of legal business, clerks
did have additional sources of income. Some
acted as attorneys, and until 1658 they could
even practice before their own courts. On
occasion, clerks also held other incomeprod ucing offices. Toward the end of the
seventeenth century, clerks were paid salaries for official duties not compensated by
fees.
The termination of colonial status significantly affected the Virginia county clerks.
Beginning in the spring of 1774, much of
their work ceased as a byproduct of the
struggle between the last royal governor,
Lord Dunmore, and the colonial legislature
that Dunmore prorogued in April 1774.
That action precluded the Assembly from
renewing the last fee act, which had been
enacted in 1745. Without legally collectible
fees, many of the clerks' activities stopped. In
the fall of 1777, the Assembly reconvened
and reenacted the fee law. During the
interval, Virginia had adopted its first
constitution. Under that 1776 document,
appointment of clerks was returned to the
county courts. They were to hold office
during good behavior, as determined by the
General Court, one of the state's two
supreme courts.
During the first half of the nineteenth
century, the Commonwealth edged toward
the major change of its local government
structure that was accomplished in the 1851
Constitution; however, little change occurred in the office of clerk during this
period. Occasionally, county court clerks
would hold simultaneously another clerkship for one of the local district, superior, or
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circuit benches that existed during this
period' and would draw income from both
positions.· Clerks also took on naturalization
of aliens as one of their activities. The 1830
Constitution provided that the tenure of
clerks be set by law. Pursuant to that
provision, the legislature established a term
of seven years, with indefinite eligibility for
reappointment.
The democratization of local government
that occurred in the 1851 Constitution
affected the clerks along with the other
constitutional officers. County clerks, instead of being appointed by county court
justices, were to be popularly elected for a
six-year term (longer than that for most of
the other officers). Circuit courts were to
have their own clerks, also elected for six
years, with duties confined to the judicial
operations of those courts.
The 1870 Constitution made county
(court) clerks also the clerks of the circuit
courts in counties of less than 15,000
population. In cities of less than 30,000~ the
corporation or hustings court clerks served
also as clerks of the circuit courts. Counties
and cities above the indicated populations
could have separate clerks for the circuit
courts.
The 1870 Constitution created county
boards of supervisors, who received some of
the administrative and legislative powers
formerly assigned to the county courts. An
1870 statute made county court clerks exofficio clerks to the boards of supervisors, a
role similar to that which the clerks had
performed when they assisted the county
courts in their nonjudicial functions. They
kept minutes of the boards, recorded
decisions and votes of· the boards, signed
warrants issued for payments of money and
recorded reports by treasurers on receipts
and disbursements of funds, and filed
accounts acted on by the boards.
At the constitutional convention of
1901-02, the major action regarding
clerks was to extend their terms from six to
eight years, a practice that has prevailed to
the present. For counties, the clerks also
would be clerks of the circuit courts. In cities
having a court of record, there would be a
clerk for that court. The General Assembly
could prescribe additional clerks of courts as
long as no city under 30,000 people had more
than one clerk. That individual was to be the
clerk for all courts of record in the city.
Unlike other constitutional officers, clerks
still are compensated largely by fees. Some
localities supplement these with salaries. In a
few instances, such as communities operating under the county executive or county
manager optional form, clerks are paid
exclusively by salary.
Viewed in terms of functions, today's
clerks in some respects are a continuation of
long established practice. As clerks of the
circuit courts, they perform tasks similar to
those identified with court recorders from
early colonial times onward. In maintaining
general records for a community, they are
engaging in a'n activity that goes back

equally as far. Where there has been a
noticeable break with tradition is in the area
of management. In the past, clerks at times
became so involved with their duties for
boards of supervisors and the administration
of county affairs that they sometimes seemed
to be de .facto county manager. As a
consequence of legislation such as the
Optional Forms Act and the County
Administrators Act, however, clerks, with a
few exceptions, have been largely divorced
from general administration.
COMMONWEALTH'S ATTORNEY

Although the position of commonwealth's
attorney was not established until after the
Revolution, its American antecedents go
back at least to the middle 1600s, to the post
of King's attorney. The holder of that office
was charged with prosecuting all cases, civil
and criminal, in which an alleged offense had
been committed against the public. Ordinarily, he was appointed by the colonial
attorney general, with one person being
designated King's attorney for each county.
In a few cases, he was chosen by the local
county court justices.
By the early 1700s, the power of appointing prosecuting attorneys, the former King's
attorneys, had been assumed by the governor, who named an attorney for each county.
Prosecuting attorneys were considered to be
deputies to the attorney general. The cases
they prosecuted in the county courts would
be pursued by the attorney general if
appealed to the higher courts. In addition to
handling prosecutions, attorneys were to
report to the colonial secretary all fines
imposed by the county courts.
Commonwealth's attorneys were created
in 1788 as part of an act providing for district
courts. Under that legislation, the state's
attorney general was empowered to appoint
"proper persons to prosecute for the Commonwealth" in the courts that he was unable
to attend himself. At the beginning of the
nineteenth century, the district and county
courts were authorized to select attorneys to
prosecute on behalf of the state in those
courts.
According to a law enacted in 1819,
commonwealth's attorneys were permitted
for circuit courts and required for county
and corporation (city) courts. They were to
be appointed by the respective courts for
four-year terms. They would be compensated through fees, although counties could
supplement these by an allowance of not
more than $100.
In 1851, the commonwealth's attorneys
achieved constitutional status. The 1851
Constitution provided that commonwealth's attorneys be elected to four-year
terms. At least one attorney was elected in
each county, to serve both county and circuit
courts. Where a circuit court existed for a
city and a county, however, a second
attorney was chosen by county voters for
that court.
During the 1870s several changes in the
law affected commonwealth's attorneys. By

an 1870 statute, attorneys were made legal
advisers to the recently established county
boards of supervisors. Beginning in 1877 and
continuing, with an interruption from 1884
to 1887, until 1928, commonwealth's attorneys in counties served as members of the
selection body for school boards ("school
trustee electoral boards"). After experimentation with shorter periods, a four-year term
of office for commonwealth's attorneys in
counties was set in 1874, though not for
those in cities until 1902.
The current century has brought some
alteration in the method of pay and the scope
of duties for commonwealth's attorneys. In
1934, the General Assembly eliminated the
fee system for attorneys and designated the
State Compensation Board to fix their
salaries, except in counties using one of the
optional forms of government, where their
compensation would be determined by the
board of supervisors. Initially half of the
commonwealth's attorneys' salaries were to
be paid by the state, but more recent
legislation provides for full funding by the
state. In recent years, the Assembly, with
some exceptions, has transferred the responsibility for representing the local governing
body in civil matters from the commonwealth's attorney to the county or city
attorney, appointed by the local governing
body.
At present, commonwealth's attorneys are
primarily involved with enforcement of
criminal law in their jurisdictions. In
counties having fewer than 15,000 residents
or in counties and cities having a joint
criminal justice system with a combined
population of less than 15,000, they also
represent the community in civil law affairs,
unless the county has appointed a county
attorney.
CONCLUSION

This brief review of the history and
development of the present constitutional
offices in Virginia has highlighted a process
through which changing ideas about governmental accountability and changing responsi bilities of local government led to gradual
redefinition of the major offices of cities and
counties. The present scope of the constitutional offices bears the heavy imprint of
Jacksonian theory that officers in charge of
the most important services of government
should be made directly accountable to the
citizenry through popular election. The
continued existence of these elective offices,
even in localities that could take action to
abolish them, may be a testament to the
political and administrative effectiveness of
those who fill these offices, although that is a
point beyond the scope of this news letter. It
may also be a reflection of the attraction that
the Jacksonian principle of accountability
through election still holds for many of us, in
spite of-or because of?-the prevalence of
the bureaucratic model, with its emphasis on
replacing elected administrators with professionals chosen by and responsible to elected
policymakers.
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